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CD / DVD Overwrap Machines
Easy Overwrapper
This simple and easy to use semi-automatic box overwrap machines can
run a wide variety of box sizes at speeds of 5-10 PPM. The Easy
Overwrapper is a simple but sophisticated over wrapping machine. It has
all the features you need for today's business world. It is designed for
people who are concerned about floor space. The compact design has
made this machine very popular a second wrapping station can be added
to double the production speeds.

JT-50
This fully automatic machine is designed for CD's and DVD's. Speed of
45 PPM. The JT 50 is a simple but sophisticated over wrapping machine.
It has all the features you need for today's business world. It is designed
for people who are concerned about floor space. The compact design has
made this machine very popular.

TS-2002
TS-2002 DVD/CD overwrap machine. Speed of 52 PPM. The
overwrapping machine is capable of wrapping speeds of up to 52 PPM
Machine is capable of running both DVD and CD on the same machine.
This machine is loaded with additional features making this machine
much easier to set up and run. Features numbered metering system for
easy set up and changeovers.
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TS-3000
Similar to the TS-2002 but capable of running large box sizes, higher
profile products like cosmetic boxes, pharmaceutical boxes, medical
boxes can be accommodated. The TS-3000 offers greater flexibility and
packaging options. The overwrapping machine is capable of wrapping
speeds of up to 40 PPM .Servo drive motors allow for easy changeover
and set up. This machine is loaded with additional features making this
machine much easier to set up and run.

CD / DVD Overwrap Machines
BC-300 Collection Table
The BC-300 is the perfect addition to the JT-50 or TS-2002 DVD and CD
overwrap systems. The BC-300 will collect and stack the finished product
discharged from the wrapping machine into stacks of 25 with 4 rows for a
total count of 100 pcs before the collection table will need to be cleared.
* Also available is the "Disc Detector" which is able to sense or detect if a
disc is in the case, when no disc is detected machine will automatically
stop allowing the operator to remove.

Call (630) 628-6500 for current pricing or more information.
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